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NORWEGIAN PILOTS HAVE SHOT DOWN 104- GERMANS

When a Norwegian Flight Commander landed today after shooting down an

FW.190 H over France he was greeted by high officials of the Norwegian
Government who made him a presentation to mark the destruction by him a

week ago of the Norwegian Spitfire Wings 100th enemy aircraft.

Today 1
s FW,190 destroyed by the Flt. Commander bore Italian markings.

It brought the wing total to 104. Many of the pilots who contributed to

this total are now flying with other squadrons*

The presentation took the form of a salver inscribed with an appreciative

message from the Norwegian Government recording the gallant part played by
the Norwegian wing in the fight for freedom and liberty.

The Italian marked FW, which the Fit# Commander - a Captain - shot

down today was one of a group (half of them with Italian markings) which

attempted to attack Plying fortresses. The Fit, Commander with a number

of Spitfires dived down and broke up the enemy formation. Then he chased

two of the F.W.'s and at short range hit one of them with cannon and machine-

gunfire. There was on explosion in the cockpit and part of the pilot*s
hood was blown away. It flew back and hit the nose of the pursuing Spitfire,
The captain found it embedded in his aircraft when he landed, /mother burst

from the Spitfire, an explosion in the F.W.'s wing - suggesting that the

ammunition had been hit - and the enemy fell down to burn on the ground.

The captain not only destroyed the Norwegian lO0th and 104th but their

103rd as well - bagged yesterday.

The first Norwegian squadron took its place in the front lino in the

early summer of 1942, It w
a s composed of men who had run many risks and

travelled thousands of miles to escape from Norway and reach Britain, Some

came westwards -in fishing boats across the North sea. Others, including

C.o. of the wing, had to travel east, across Sweden, Siberia and North America#

Some even reached England by way of Japan and Australia, Many of the present

pilots "were in the Norwegian Air Force until the German occupation. Others

were civil airline pilots.

The toll they have taken of German aircraft has grown steadily in the 16

months they have been fighting. In action in the Dieppe landing the wing

destroyed eleven enemy aircraft and damaged many more,.


